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THYMUSKIN at a glance

SHOP NOW

EFFECTIVENESS
For more than 30 years, Thymuskin has been
successfully used to reinforce hair and to improve
scalp coverage.* The dermatologic system is
suitable for women and men and is well tolerated.*
Thymuskin Mode of Action

The biologically active GKL-02 ingredient complex of
peptides and proteins strengthens hair roots and
infuses vital nutrients into the hair and hair follicle.
This way Thymuskin reinforces hair, providing
noticeable thicker hair and improved scalp
coverage.* Scientifically developed, it improves the
appearance of fine and thinning hair.*
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ACTION PROFILE SUCCESSFUL RESULTS
Thymuskin, the biologically highly active hair
specific with the compounds of active thymic
principles GKL-02.
Range of application and effect
The Thymuskin hair specifics are all preparations
which complement each other in their action for the
health and vitality of hair and scalp.*
The GKL-02 complex of peptides and proteins
combined with the vitamins A, B, E and F normalize
the hair condition and provide important vital
nutritions for scalp and hair*. The actions thus
reinforces hair and improves scalp coverage most
efficiently.*
Hair problems and thin hair can be due to
Hereditary causes
Way of life
Harmful environmental influences
Thymuskin helps to improve your personal hair
condition.*

APPLICATION
Using Thymuskin is very easy.
Wash your hair with Thymuskin
Shampoo and leave it on for a
short while before rinsing. Dry
your hair as usual afterwards.
Now part your hair and massage
in the treatment lotion.
Instructions Shampoo
1. Rinse hair with warm water
thoroughly
2. Massage into scalp and hair
for 1 minute
3. Rinse out. Towel dry

Step 2

Instructions serum lotion
1. After washing hair with
Thymuskin Shampoo
2. Towel dry scalp and hair
3. Apply directly to scalp and
massage with fingertips until
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massage with fingertips until
scalp is dry to touch

Step 1

COSMETIC TOLERANCE
Thymuskin is well tolerated and suitable for
long term use. It contains the biologically
active ingredient GKL-02 and moreover
additional premium caring ingredients for
scalp and hair. All shampoos and scalp serum
lotions are free of silicons, parabenes and free
of bovine ingredients.

* These claims have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This
Product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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